1. Prior to the Herbrand-Godel-Kleene definition of general recursive function, certain classes of functions defined more restrictively by particular "recursions" had been studied. Subsequently subclasses of the general recursive functions have continued to be of interest, not only because of the simplicity and naturalness of certain types of recursive definition, but because of the insight such classes might provide into recursiveness and effectiveness and because of the need for some measurement of the level or complexity of recursiveness of a function or predicate.
Pursuit of this interest led therefore to the devising of various hierarchies of recursive functions. It would seem that such a hierarchy ought to satisfy at least the following conditions: (1) that it be generated on the basis of some general principle, (2) that the order of a class should correspond to the complexity of the functions it contains in the sense that functions which enumerate or majorize a given class should appear in a higher class, (3) that the union of its classes should contain all the recursive functions or, if this fails, should be sufficiently large relative to one's purpose for the hierarchy.
The hierarchies of recursive functions which have been studied fall short of fully satisfying these conditions (cf. [4, §l] ).
In [4] Kleene makes a new attempt at a classification of general recursive functions, by using the notion of relative primitive recursiveness and of the uniform effective enumerability of the functions primitive recursive in an assumed function. A general recursive function hy, and a class C" of the functions primitive recursive in hy, is associated with each element y of a system O of ordinal notations.
If y<oZ, hy is primitive recursive in hz but hz is not primitive recursive in hv, so CVECZ and Cy^Cz. In addition the relation of primitive recursive equivalence is used to divide the number-theoretic functions into equivalence classes called primitive recursive degrees which may be studied after the manner of [5] .
We shall investigate some problems connected with these classifications. First a uniqueness property of classes Cy associated with notations for the same ordinal is described and shown to hold at ordinals less than a>2 and to fail at co2. The ^-recursive functions of Peter [6] are located in the hierarchy below the co" level. Although it is not yet settled whether all recursive functions are obtained, it is clear that U"eo Cy is a large and interesting class.
Finally primitive recursive degrees are studied, and certain similarities to and differences from the theory of general recursive degrees of [5] are obtained.
2. For the hierarchy of classes Cy, the "uniqueness property" will be said to hold at an ordinal a if, whenever y, zEO, \y\ =\z\ =a, then Cy= Cz (i.e. hv and hz are of the same primitive recursive degree). As is remarked in [4, §7] , the use of the 0 of 53, involving as it does general recursive fundamental sequences, would be out of keeping with the purpose of building a hierarchy based on primitive recursiveness. We now show that if the 0 of 53 is used, the uniqueness property fails at the first possible place in the hierarchy, namely at the co level. In fact, the nonuniqueness occurs in such a way that a function of arbitrary primitive recursive degree for a general recursive predicate is definable at the co level.
In this section 0 refers to the 0 of 53.
If cp is a function in C", yEO, we shall refer to an index of cp from hy [4, §3] as a "y-index" of cp. Let ei be an index of the primitive recursive function Xba {b, a) (i.e. an index under [4, §3] for / = 0), and hence also a y-index of Xba (b, a) for all yEO. For y, zEO, if p is a y-index of h2', then (4, 2, p, (2, 2, (0, 2, 1», ei) is a y-index of hz.
Define the function %(n) primitive recursively as follows:
f (0) = (0, 2, 1), ?(n') = (4, 2, r(»), (2, 2, <0, 2, 1)), *>. Now we can show by induction on n that, for all zEO, £(n) is a (2+o«o)-index of h,. In particular, taking z = 0o, f («) is an w0-index of ho0(b, a), which is identically 0. Thence it follows by induction on n, using the second recursion equation for f that, for n^m, %(n) is an jw0-index of the constant function Xba 0. Define the function fin (y) by course-of-values recursion as follows:
/fin((y)0) + lify= 2<»>.^ 1, fin (y) = < {0 otherwise.
So if y, zEO, z = l or z = 3SWl, and y = z+on0, then fin (y) =n. Define rj(n) primitive recursively:
"(«) = (4, 1, f(«), (2, 1, (2, 1, 1)), (3, 1, 1)).
The value n(n) is a y-index of the one-place constant function 1 if w<fin (y), and (if \y\ <co) of the constant function 0 otherwise.
If for each n, un, vnEO and vn<0vn+i, and limn | v"\ =a, we say the values of un "run through" the values of vn if (1) for each n there is an m such that un=vm, (2) for each n un<oUH+i, and (3) lim" \uH\ =a.
Let Q(n) be any recursive predicate. Define: yn = (2re + \)o and I yn +o lo if Q(n), \yn UQ(n).
Clearly the values of yn and of z" run through the finite notations, n0. In addition Xre y" is primitive recursive and Xre z" is recursive. So for u = 3 ■ 5y and tj = 3-5* where Xnyn = Xn{y} (n0) and Xre z"=Xre{z) (re0) (notation of [l, §65]), hu and hv are initial functions at the co level. For every re^O, »7(fin (yn)) is a z"-index (77(fin (yn) -1) is a (z")o-index) of the constant function 1 if fin (y") <fin (zn) and of the constant function 0 otherwise. Therefore Case 2. a=|3-5"|. By a "complete sequence" of ordinal notations between /co and (/+1) -co is meant the sequence of values of a function Xre zn such that z0£O, |z0| =/ co, and z"'=2'». If 3 5*£0 and |3-5*| =(/ + l)co, then the values of the function Xre zn =Xre pr (z, (no)) must form either a complete sequence or (except possibly for a finite initial sequence of function values) a subsequence which runs through a complete sequence. Now let v = 3-5* and u = 3-5*, where y» = pr (y, (no)) and a=|«|=|p|.
Then to prove Case 2 we shall compare Cu and C", first where yn is such a subsequence of a complete sequence z", second where yn except for a finite initial sequence is such, and third where yn and zn are complete sequences.
To make the first of these comparisons, note that for all re, zn^oyn and CznECVn (cf. [4 (13b)]). Recalling the properties of the functions f and fin of §2, observe that f(fin (y") -«') is a (y")0-index of hZn provided fin (y")>«, and that Xn£(hn (yn)~«') is primitive recursive. Then we may write:
•&»«*■ (fin (y(6)l) -(i)/),(4).),((J).,«)) fcr(A a) = • if z(6)l ^ y(6)"
./?"(&, a) if zWl = yWl.
Thus &" is primitive recursive in /?". It remains to be shown that hu is primitive recursive in hv. Denote zVn by rn and zv"_i by sn. Since n<zn, y"<0rn and C,"CCn. So &"" is primitive recursive in hSn with index f(y*-(fin (y"))') and we can write *,"(*, «) = MK* ■*■ (fin (y.))0, <*, a))- <4, 2, (0, 2, 1), (4, 2, t, (3, 2, 1), (2, 2, r», (3, 2, 2)) will be an index of ^n, from /»"",. Let c be an index of hz" from hVg. Define p(n) primitive recursively as follows: P(0) = c, p(n') = <4, 2, (0, 2, 1), (4, 2,1, (3, 2, 1), (2, 2, p(n))), (3, 2, 2».
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now by induction on re, p(«) is an index of h,n from hyn. Thus hZn(b, a) = hVrl+l(p(n), (b, a)), so hv is primitive recursive in hu. Similarly hu is primitive recursive in hv.
4. The uniqueness property fails at co2, however; there exist u, v such that u, vEO, \u\ =\v\ =co2, and Cu ^Cv. To show this we shall first establish two lemmas. where & = (e)2,i.
Since Xii " ' " » X* are primitive recursive in 0 by the hypothesis of the lemma, and 8i(a), for indices i<e, are primitive recursive in 0 by the hypothesis of induction, and max is a primitive recursive function, 8e(a) is primitive recursive in 0. Define 8e(a) by course-of-values recursion on a as follows (noting that when
The functions 8Ml(a) and 8 Let Xw y"=Xw pr (y, (n0)) be a primitive recursive function the values of which run through the segment determined by u and have u as limit notation 3 ■ 5^. We shall define a monotone increasing function £(a) which majorizes the one-place functions of Cw for all w<0u, and which under the assumption that the uniqueness property holds at | u \ will be contained in C". Also £(o) is monotone increasing. Furthermore £(a) majorizes the oneplace functions in classes Cw, for w<0u, in the following way. If a(a)ECw, then (using [4, (13)]) a(a) must appear in C"B for some value of re; let its y"-index be e. Then for all a^n, the function value £(a) has as a factor
and for all a^e, ^Vn(a)>a(a). Hence for all o^max (e, re), £(a)>a(a).
4.4. Theorem 2. The uniqueness property does not hold at co2.
Proof. We shall contradict the assumption that the uniqueness property holds at co2 by constructing two primitive recursive sequences y" and z" (y" = pr (y, (no)), z" = pr (z, (n0)), u = 3-5", 7j = 3-5*) such that each sequence runs through a segment of the notations of 0 for the ordinals less than co2, but zn advances through the segment so slowly in comparison with y" that Cu can be shown (under the assumption that the uniqueness property holds) to contain functions not in C". Now use the predicate R just described to define a function \p primitive recursively as follows:
where sbj is the function defined in [4, §10 ] . By the recursion theorem for primitive recursive functions [4, §10] there is a number/ which is an index of *(k, re) =>|(/, k, re). Let f (*, re) =^(k, «0).
Observe that, as we can prove by induction on k (using the monotonicity property of v(a)), the first v( Let zn = l(n, n). Clearly z"GG. For each «, f(£, n)^0£(k + l, n); and for each k, £(k, n) <0£(k, n + 1). Hence z"<ozn+i. Furthermore for every n and /, if n^v(l) then \zn\ ^(l+l)a.
Hence lim" \zn\ =co2. Thus the values of the primitive recursive function Xn zn run through a segment of notations for ordinals less than co2.
Define y" as follows:
JOoif n = 0,
Then Xnyn is also primitive recursive, and y" and zn run through the same segment of notations for ordinals less than co2. By induction on n, using the properties of v(n) and £(k, n), zn<0yn for every «>0. We now show that Cu and C" are not identical by observing that the function £(a), defined as in 4.3 using the sequence of notations y" just defined (and by 4.3, under the assumption that the uniqueness property holds at co2, a function of class Cu), majorizes all the one-place functions of Cv.
Let a(a) be an arbitrary one-place function in Cv, and let e be an index of a from Xnba hZn(b, a). Then 8e((a)) (as defined in 4.1) is the largest value of n, for which values of the function Xnba hZn(b, a) are used in the computation based on e of the function value a(a). By Lemma 1, Xa 8e((a)) is primitive recursive mXnbahZn(b, a). Hence the v(a) we have defined majorizes 8e({a + l)). Let d-i be an index of Xnba 8({b, n), a) from B, and let c be an arbitrary number such that
Denote by Xa ac(a) the function primitive recursive in Xnba h((c^i,n)(b, a) (=Xnba hVc({b, n), a))
with index e. Then as is primitive recursive in hVc with index tr3(e, cfi).
We shall now show that ac(c)=a(c). For the induction step (k>l), we assume the theorem to be already proved for preceding values of k which are ^1, and infer it for the given k by an induction on b, which we present under 5+k cases.
CaseO. (6) There remain k -1 cases for the given k. The treatment will be sufficiently illustrated (and the notation kept simple) by treating the two remaining cases for k = 3 without parameters.
We begin with Case 7. 
<7>(xi , x2' ,xi) = Xxi(x2, x3, cb(x{ , x2, 7i,»i(^2, x3, <p(x{ , x2 , x3))), cp(x{ , x2 , x3)) .
And/=(6, 2, (0 The treatment of Case 6 can be described briefly in terms of the work on Case 7.
Case 6. (b)0 = 6. 0(xi, x2) is introduced by an application of (Vi). The auxiliary functions \pu \p2, x, 7iJ) for (V2) are primitive recursive in hw (for a w defined similarly to that of Case 7). By the proof of Case 6 for k = 2 (under the hypothesis of induction on k) 0 has a w+ov(0, l)-index i2, and hence a w+ov(l< l)-index 1(^2, 1), using the 1 of 5.3. As in the last step of Case 7, we may take <rz(b, cu ■ ■ ■ , c() =tr2 (i(i2, 1), X(l, v3(b) -\) ).
For any k>2, the proof of Case 4+j, l<j<k, proceeds similarly. Here
We exhibit the primitive recursive definition of (Tk separately. If <b is k-recursive, then there is an re (re = 0, if k = l) such that 0 is primitive recursive in h"(k+2,n); thus for all k>\, the k-recursive functions appear in the hierarchy below the co*-"1 level.
Proof. If k>l, apply the theorem with 1 = 0 and y = 0o. 6 . In [4, §6] the notion of primitive recursive degree is introduced in analogy to that of degree of recursive unsolvability (general recursive degree) of Kleene and Post [5] . Operations KJ and ' are given under which formulas
(1)-(12) of [5] hold.
We shall use the term degree, unless otherwise qualified, to refer to primitive recursive degree.
This system of degrees is a refinement of the system of general recursive degrees of Kleene and Post, since clearly no functions of the same degree will be of different general recursive degrees. The degrees of objects of general recursive degree 0 might be called "degrees of solvability."
For any two functions a and ft, either a is primitive recursive in ft or not, so that for each two degrees a and b, either a<b, a = b, a>b, or a| b. That the fourth possibility occurs follows of course from the existence of incomparable general recursive degrees. But we shall later exhibit incomparable degrees within a single general recursive degree, i.e. incomparable degrees associated with objects having the same general recursive degree.
That there is no highest degree is an immediate consequence of the absence of a highest general recursive degree. The question whether there is a highest degree within a given general recursive degree can easily be answered in the negative. Suppose a(x) is of degree a within a given general recursive degree d. Then pr" (b, a), of general recursive degree d, is of degree a'>a.
There are N0 functions of each degree, and 2No degrees. There are K0 degrees within each general recursive degree since (g) there are only N0 functions of each general recursive degree (by [5, 1.2]) and since (^) there is no highest degree within any general recursive degree.
The definition of independence of degrees and the proof that for w>2 independence implies pairwise incomparability but not conversely translate directly from [5, 1.3] , replacing recursive by primitive recursive. In 8.2 we will show the existence for any n^l, of n independent degrees within any given general recursive degree, so the definition and proof apply to degrees within a given general recursive degree.
As was true for general recursive degrees, the degree of an infinite join of a set of functions is not determined by the degrees of the functions. It depends on the functions themselves and on the order in which they are joined. 7.2. To any function, predicate or set there is an object of each of the other two kinds having the same general recursive degree [5, 1.2] . This is not the case for primitive recursive degrees.
Theorem 4. // a(x), of degree a, is a function which majorizes the one-place primitive recursive functions, then there is no predicate or set of degree a.
Proof. The degree of a predicate or set is the degree of its representing function 0. To apply Lemma 1 (7.1) with 1 = 1, let 0(x)=l since for all x, 0(x) ^ 1. Then to each function <p(x) primitive recursive in a predicate or set (i.e. primitive recursive, say with index e, in 0) there is a primitive recursive function pr"(p(e), (x)) which bounds 0(x). Thus a function a(x) which majorizes all the one-place primitive recursive functions cannot be primitive recursive in any such 0 (hence not in any predicate or set) and so cannot be of the same degree. This completes the proof.
Observe that if d>a, d is also the degree of a function which majorizes the one-place primitive recursive functions since, if 5 is of degree d, then (a(x), 8(x)) is of degree d [5, (7) ] and for all x, (a(x), 8(x))^a(x).
It can be noted, in addition, that a is actually incomparable with the degree of some predicates. For example, define v(x) =sg(pr"(x, (x))); then tj(x) takes on only values 0 and 1 (and is thus the representing function of a predicate U(x)), and differs from every function primitive recursive in a. The degree of U is incomparable with that of a. And if a is recursive (e.g. a(x) = Ya.b^x h2(b, a), which is of degree 0') then U is recursive. The degrees of a and of U may thus both be within general recursive degree 0.
8. 8.1. For the purposes of Theorem 5 we show that for a given function a(x) a function ir(b, a), primitive recursive in pra (b, a), can be defined which, when In1 (o), gives for all functions 0(x) which take on only values 0 and 1, an upper bound for the values of x for which values of (a(x), d(x)) are required for the computation (based on index b) of the function value prx*<a(x)''w>(c>,a).
In other words, if = s-g(pr" (e(6, tTi(,(g'))), Kg))) = ig(pr^<«<*>.<«"'<"<»'>))^i)(0) y(g))).
Now by a property of v(g), since ^i(x) takes on only values 0 and 1, the computation based on index b= [g/2] of prXx^a(-x)'SlM'>(b, v(g)) requires only values of a(x) and of 0i(x) for x<v(g').
Hence 82(v(g)) =sg(pr^a^'e^x'»(b, v(g))). Thus 82(x) differs from every one-place function primitive recursive in (a(x), 8i(x)) for at least one value of x and so is not primitive recursive in {a(x), 8i(x)). Similarly 0i(x) is not primitive recursive in (a(x), 82(x)). Thus conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied.
To show that condition (3) is satisfied we apply Lemma 1 (7.1) as in the proof of Theorem 4. Recall that for all x, 0i(x) <2 and 02(x) <2. Since the primitive recursive (constant) function (1,1) bounds (0i(x), 82(x)), each function primitive recursive in (0i(x), 02(x)) is bounded by a primitive recursive function by Lemma 1. By hypothesis, a(x) majorizes the one-place primitive recursive functions, and hence a(x) is not primitive recursive in (8i(x), 82(x)). This completes the proof of the theorem. The arguments which yield Corollaries 1-3, [5, 2.2], may now be used to give three analogous corollaries in which degree is understood to mean primitive recursive degree and the degree a satisfies the condition of the theorem. Finally, replace pr" in the exponent of 2 in both 71(g) and 72(g) by pr. Corollaries 2 and 3 may then be amended to allow a to be any degree. 8.3. The upper semi-lattice of general recursive degrees is shown not to be a lattice, according to [5, Theorem 3] . The proof establishes that the upper semi-lattice of (primitive recursive) degrees is also not a lattice (leaving the question unanswered concerning degrees within a given general recursive degree). 
